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(54) Network element of a communication network

(57) It is disclosed a network element for a commu-
nication network configured to synchronize its local clock
to a reference clock signal. The network element com-
prises: a main board comprising an internal module con-
figured to support an internal synchronization transport
protocol, and a connector connected to the internal mod-
ule; and a pluggable module configured to be removably
connected to the connector. The pluggable module is
configured to, when connected to the connector: ex-

change external synchronization information with a fur-
ther network element, the external synchronization infor-
mation being formatted according to an external synchro-
nization transport protocol different from the internal syn-
chronization transport protocol; exchange with the inter-
nal module internal synchronization information format-
ted according to the internal synchronization transport
protocol; and interface the internal synchronization trans-
port protocol and the external synchronization transport
protocol.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of com-
munication networks. In particular, the present invention
relates to a network element of a communication network
configured to synchronize its local clock to a reference
clock signal of the communication network.

Background Art

[0002] In a communication network, it is known to syn-
chronize all the network elements to a reference clock
signal. Typically, the synchronization is distributed in cas-
cade, according to a master-slave scheme.
[0003] In particular, the synchronization is distributed
in the form of synchronization information. When a net-
work element receives the synchronization information
from another network element, typically it processes
them in order to synchronize its local clock, i.e. in order
to set the frequency and/or the time of the day of its local
clock equal to those of the reference clock signal. There-
fore, the network element typically forwards the synchro-
nization information to a further network element.
[0004] As known, different synchronization transport
protocols can be implemented in order to transport the
synchronization information in a communication network.
In particular, layer 1 synchronization transport protocols
(i.e. synchronization transport protocols wherein the syn-
chronization information is transported at the physical
layer of the ISO-OSI model) and layer 2 or 3 synchroni-
zation transport protocols (i.e. synchronization transport
protocols wherein the synchronization information is
transported at the data link and network layers of the
ISO-OSI model) are known.
[0005] In the case of layer 1 synchronization transport
protocols, the synchronization information may be in the
form of an analog clock signal, a TDM frame stream (e.g.
an E1 frame stream or a T1 frame stream) or a Synchro-
nous Ethernet (SyncE) frame stream. In the first case
(i.e. analog clock signal), a network element receiving
the synchronization information typically directly uses the
received analog clock signal to synchronize its local
clock. In the second and third cases, (i.e. TDM frame
stream or SyncE frame stream), the network element re-
ceives this frame stream and, typically by means of a
clock recovery circuitry, it retrieves from the frame stream
a clock signal that the network element successively uses
to synchronize its local clock.
[0006] In the case of layer 2 or 3 synchronization trans-
port protocols, the synchronization information is typical-
ly transported in the form of an asynchronous frame
stream (e.g. an Ethernet frame stream) wherein each
frame comprises a timestamp. An example of these pro-
tocols is the known IEEE 1588™-2008 protocol. In this
case, a network element receiving an asynchronous
frame stream comprising timestamps processes the

timestamps and according to them it synchronizes its lo-
cal clock.
[0007] Typically, a network element is configured to
support one or more of the synchronization transport pro-
tocols cited above. For each supported synchronization
transport protocol, the network element typically com-
prises on its main board a synchronization module which
is configured to receive synchronization information in
the form provided by that synchronization transport pro-
tocol from another network element, to process them in
order to synchronize its local clock, and to forward the
synchronization information to a further network element.
Therefore, the network element typically comprises, on
its main board, as many synchronization modules as the
supported synchronization transport protocols.
[0008] For example, the main board of a network ele-
ment may comprise a first synchronization module con-
figured to support a first layer 1 synchronization transport
protocol wherein the synchronization information are in
the form of an analog clock signal, a second synchroni-
zation module configured to support a second layer 1
synchronization transport protocol wherein the synchro-
nization information are in the form of a TDM frame
stream, a third synchronization module configured to
support a third layer 1 synchronization transport protocol
wherein the synchronization information are in the form
of a SyncE frame stream, and a fourth synchronization
module configured to support a layer 2 synchronization
transport protocol wherein the synchronization informa-
tion are in the form of an asynchronous Ethernet frame
stream comprising timestamps.
[0009] Besides, each synchronization module is pro-
vided with a respective cable connector suitable for en-
gaging with a cable (e.g. optical fiber, coaxial cable, twist-
ed pair, etc.) coming from another network element. Typ-
ical examples of such connectors are RJ45 connectors
or 1.0/2.3 coaxial connectors.

Summary of the invention

[0010] The inventors have noticed that providing on
the main board of the network element a number of syn-
chronization modules equal to the number of synchroni-
zation transport protocols supported by the network ele-
ment itself has some drawbacks.
[0011] Indeed, the network element typically uses only
one synchronization module at a time. Therefore, disad-
vantageously, the space on the main board is not effi-
ciently used, as a part of it is occupied by synchronization
modules that, for most of the operation time of the net-
work element, are not used.
[0012] Moreover, when a network operator wishes to
make the network element able to support a new syn-
chronization transport protocol (i.e. a synchronization
transport protocol which has not a corresponding syn-
chronization module on the main board), a new synchro-
nization module has to be added on the main board. This
disadvantageously implies that the main board has to be
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redesigned, both from the hardware and the firmware
point of view. Moreover, this disadvantageously implies
that the area on the main board which is dedicated to the
synchronization increases each time a new synchroni-
zation transport protocol is added. In the meanwhile, the
cost of the main board disadvantageously increases in
proportion to the number of the synchronization modules
that are present on the main board.
[0013] Besides, in the case of layer 1 synchronization
transport protocols, if one wishes to modify the charac-
teristics of the analog clock signal or of the TDM frame
stream which transports the synchronization information
(e.g. to modify the waveform or the frequency of the an-
alog clock signal), the corresponding synchronization
module must be disadvantageously modified. This dis-
advantageously may lead to the need of redesigning the
whole main board.
[0014] Accordingly, the inventors have addressed the
problem of providing a network element for a communi-
cation network configured to synchronize its local clock
to a reference clock signal of the communication network,
which overcomes the aforesaid drawbacks.
[0015] In particular, the inventors have addressed the
problem of providing a network element for a communi-
cation network configured to synchronize its local clock
to a reference clock signal of the communication network,
wherein the space on the main board is more efficiently
used, and wherein it is possible to make the network el-
ement capable of supporting a new synchronization
transport protocol without redesigning the main board.
[0016] According to a first aspect, some embodiments
of the present invention provide a network element for a
communication network, the network element being con-
figured to synchronize its local clock to a reference clock
signal, the network element comprising:

- a main board comprising an internal module config-
ured to support an internal synchronization transport
protocol, and a connector connected to the internal
module; and

- a pluggable module configured to be removably con-
nected to the connector, the pluggable module being
configured to, when connected to the connector:

- exchange external synchronization information with
a further network element of the communication net-
work, the external synchronization information being
formatted according to an external synchronization
transport protocol different from the internal synchro-
nization transport protocol;

- exchange with the internal module internal synchro-
nization information formatted according to the inter-
nal synchronization transport protocol; and

- interface the internal synchronization transport pro-
tocol and the external synchronization transport pro-
tocol.

[0017] Preferably, the pluggable module is a small
form-factor pluggable module. Preferably, the connector

is an small form-factor pluggable connector.
[0018] Preferably, the internal module is configured to,
when the pluggable module is connected to the connec-
tor:

- generate egress internal synchronization informa-
tion formatted according to the internal synchroniza-
tion transport protocol and synchronous with the lo-
cal clock of the network element; and

- transmit the egress internal synchronization informa-
tion to the pluggable module through the connector.

[0019] Preferably, the pluggable module comprises a
transmission portion configured to, when the pluggable
module is connected to the connector:

- receive the egress internal synchronization informa-
tion from the internal module through the connector;

- transduce the egress internal synchronization infor-
mation into corresponding egress external synchro-
nization information formatted according to the ex-
ternal synchronization transport protocol; and

- transmit the egress external synchronization infor-
mation to the further network element of the commu-
nication network.

[0020] Preferably, the pluggable module comprises a
reception portion configured to, when the pluggable mod-
ule is connected to the connector:

- receive from the further network element ingress ex-
ternal synchronization information formatted accord-
ing to the external synchronization transport proto-
col;

- transduce the ingress external synchronization in-
formation into corresponding ingress internal syn-
chronization information formatted according to the
internal synchronization transport protocol; and

- transmit the ingress internal synchronization infor-
mation to the internal module through the connector.

[0021] Preferably, the internal module is further con-
figured to, when the pluggable module is connected to
the connector:

- receive the ingress internal synchronization informa-
tion from the pluggable module through the connec-
tor; and

- processing the ingress internal synchronization in-
formation for synchronizing the local clock of the net-
work element.

[0022] Preferably, the internal module is configured to
support the internal synchronization transport protocol
operating at layer 1 of the ISO-OSI model, at layer 2 of
the ISO-OSI model or at layer 3 of the ISO-OSI model.
[0023] Preferably, the pluggable module is configured
to exchange the external synchronization information for-
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matted according to the external synchronization trans-
port protocol operating at layer 1 of the ISO-OSI model,
at layer 2 of the ISO-OSI model or at layer 3 of the ISO-
OSI model.
[0024] According to a second aspect, some embodi-
ments of the present invention provide a communication
network comprising a network element as set forth
above.
[0025] According to a third aspect, some embodiments
provide a pluggable module for a network element of a
communication network, the network element compris-
ing a main board comprising an internal module config-
ured to support an internal synchronization transport pro-
tocol, and a connector connected to the internal module,
wherein the pluggable module is configured to be remov-
ably connected to the connector, and the pluggable mod-
ule is configured to, when connected to the connector:

- exchange external synchronization information with
a further network element of the communication net-
work, the external synchronization information being
formatted according to an external synchronization
transport protocol different from the internal synchro-
nization transport protocol;

- exchange with the internal module internal synchro-
nization information formatted according to the inter-
nal synchronization transport protocol; and

- interface the internal synchronization transport pro-
tocol and the external synchronization transport pro-
tocol.

[0026] Preferably, the pluggable module is a small
form-factor pluggable module.
[0027] Preferably, the pluggable module comprises a
transmission portion configured to, when the pluggable
module is connected to the connector:

- receive egress internal synchronization information
formatted according to the internal synchronization
transport protocol from the internal module through
the connector;

- transduce the egress internal synchronization infor-
mation into corresponding egress external synchro-
nization information formatted according to the ex-
ternal synchronization transport protocol; and

- transmit the egress external synchronization infor-
mation to the further network element of the commu-
nication network.

[0028] Preferably, the pluggable module comprises a
reception portion configured to, when the pluggable mod-
ule is connected to the connector:

- receive from the further network element ingress ex-
ternal synchronization information formatted accord-
ing to the external synchronization transport proto-
col;

- transduce the ingress external synchronization in-

formation into corresponding ingress internal syn-
chronization information formatted according to the
internal synchronization transport protocol; and

- transmit the ingress internal synchronization infor-
mation to the internal module through the connector.

[0029] Preferably, the pluggable module is configured
to exchange the external synchronization information for-
matted according to the external synchronization trans-
port protocol operating at layer 1 of the ISO-OSI model,
at layer 2 of the ISO-OSI model or at layer 3 of the ISO-
OSI model.

Brief description of the drawings

[0030] Embodiments of the invention will be better un-
derstood by reading the following detailed description,
given by way of example and not of limitation, to be read
with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

- Figure 1 schematically shows an exemplary network
element of a communication network according to a
preferred embodiment of the present invention;

- Figure 2 shows in greater detail a pluggable module
for the network element of Figure 1, according to a
first example; and

- Figure 3 shows in greater detail a pluggable module
for the network element of Figure 1, according to a
second example.

Detailed description of preferred embodiments of 
the invention

[0031] Figure 1 schematically shows a network ele-
ment NE of a communication network not shown in the
drawings.
[0032] According to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, the network element NE comprises a
main board MB and a pluggable module PM. The network
element NE may comprise other components that are
not shown in Figure 1 and that will not be described herein
after, since they are not relevant to the present descrip-
tion.
[0033] The main board MB preferably comprises an
internal module IM and a connector C connected to the
internal module IM.
[0034] The internal module IM preferably comprises a
programmable logic device. More preferably, the pro-
grammable logic device comprised in the internal module
IM is a FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array).
[0035] The connector C is preferably configured to en-
gage with the pluggable module PM for removably con-
necting the pluggable module C to the main boad MB.
The connector C preferably is a standard connector.
More preferably, the connector C is an SFP connector.
[0036] The pluggable module PM preferably compris-
es a transmission portion TX, a reception portion RX, and
a cable connection portion CC. The pluggable module
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PM is preferably adapted for being connected in a re-
movable manner to the connector C of the main board
MB, as schematically indicated by the arrow A in Figure 1.
[0037] The pluggable module PM is preferably a stand-
ard pluggable module. More preferably, the pluggable
module PM is a SFP (Small Form-factor Pluggable) mod-
ule. This is advantageous, in that an SFP module has a
particularly small size and is accordingly suitable for ap-
plication in current network elements, that comprise a
very high number of boards and circuits. Further, current
network elements often are already equipped with SFP
connectors suitable for engaging with SFP modules (e.g.
for data transport). However, the pluggable module PM
may be another standard pluggable module, such as for
instance a PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card
International Association) card.
[0038] The pluggable module PM may comprise dis-
crete analog components, and/or programmable logic
devices (PLD) such as for instance FPGA. Alternatively,
the pluggable module PM may comprise a dedicated in-
tegrated component such as an ASIC (Application Spe-
cific Integrated Circuit), a commercial integrated compo-
nent or a micrologic component. Preferably, the plugga-
ble device PM comprises a combination of the compo-
nents mentioned above.
[0039] Preferably, the pluggable module may support
a known I2C (Inter Integrated Circuit) function, i.e. it may
be suitable for being connected to an I2C bus to other
I2C-supporting components residing on the main board
MB. The I2C function advantageously allows writing/
reading information about the pluggable module PM. To
this purpose, the information about the pluggable module
PM may be stored either in a dedicated memory provided
within the pluggable module PM and connected to the
I2C bus. Preferably, the I2C bus is also connected to reg-
isters of possible configurable components of the plug-
gable module PM, for directly accessing them. This latter
option is typically not supported by the known I2C func-
tion. Accordingly, the main board MB is preferably pro-
vided with dedicated hardware and software components
configured to manage this latter option.
[0040] The cable connection portion CC preferably
comprises one or more cable connectors (not shown in
the drawings) configured to engage with one or more
cables (e.g. optical fiber, coaxial cable, twisted pair, etc.)
so as to connect the network element NE (and, in partic-
ular, the pluggable module PM) to a further network el-
ement of the communication network. When more con-
nectors are provided, they can be of the same type or of
different types.
[0041] The operation of the network element NE will
be now described in detail, assuming that the pluggable
module PM is plugged in the connector C.
[0042] According to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention, the internal module IM is configured
to support a synchronization transport protocol, which
hereinafter will be referred to as "internal synchronization
transport protocol". In other words, the internal module

IN is preferably configured to receive, process and trans-
mit synchronization information in the form provided by
the internal synchronization transport protocol. Moreo-
ver, preferably, the pluggable module PM is configured
to interface the internal synchronization transport proto-
col with a further synchronization transport protocol,
which hereinafter will be referred to as "external synchro-
nization transport protocol". Preferably, the internal syn-
chronization transport protocol is different from the ex-
ternal synchronization transport protocol. The internal
synchronization transport protocol and the external syn-
chronization transport protocol can be layer 1 synchro-
nization transport protocols or layer 2 or 3 synchroniza-
tion transport protocols.
[0043] More in particular, the reception portion RX of
the pluggable module PM is configured to receive from
the further network element (not shown in Figure 1)
through the cable connection portion CC synchronization
information IESI in the form provided by the external syn-
chronization transport protocol, that hereinafter are re-
ferred to as "ingress external synchronization informa-
tion". Moreover, preferably the reception portion RX of
the pluggable module PM is configured to transduce the
ingress external synchronization information IESI into
corresponding synchronization information IISI in the
form provided by the internal synchronization transport
protocol, that hereinafter are referred to as "ingress in-
ternal synchronization information". Preferably, the re-
ception portion RX of the pluggable module PM is con-
figured to transmit the ingress internal synchronization
information IISI to the internal module IM through the
connector C.
[0044] On the other hand, the internal module IM is
configured to receive the ingress internal synchronization
information IISI from the reception portion RX of the plug-
gable module PM through the connector C. Moreover,
the internal module IM is preferably configured to process
such ingress internal synchronization information IISI in
order to synchronize the local clock (not shown in Figure
1) of the network element NE.
[0045] Besides, the internal module IM is configured
to generate synchronization information EISI in the form
provided by the internal synchronization transport proto-
col, that hereinafter are referred to as "egress internal
synchronization information", and to transmit them to the
transmission portion TX of the pluggable module PM
through the connector C.
[0046] On the other hand, the transmission portion TX
of the pluggable module PM is configured to receive the
egress internal synchronization information EISI from the
internal module IM through the connector C. Moreover,
the transmission portion TX of the pluggable module PM
is configured to transduce the egress internal synchro-
nization information EISI into corresponding synchroni-
zation information EESI in the form provided by the ex-
ternal synchronization transport protocol, that hereinafter
are referred to as "egress external synchronization infor-
mation". Preferably, the transmission portion TX of the
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pluggable module PM is configured to transmit the egress
external synchronization information EESI to the further
network element (not shown in Figure 1) through the ca-
ble connection portion CC.
[0047] Advantageously, even if the main board MB
(and, in particular, the internal module IM) is as such
configured to receive, process and transmit synchroni-
zation information in the form provided by the internal
synchronization transport protocol, the network element
NE as a whole is able to receive, process and transmit
synchronization information in the form provided by the
external synchronization transport protocol, thanks to the
interface function between external and internal synchro-
nization transport protocols performed by the pluggable
module PM.
[0048] Therefore, if the external synchronization trans-
port protocol changes, it is possible to change configu-
ration of the network element NE so that it becomes able
to receive, process and transmit synchronization infor-
mation in the form provided by the new external synchro-
nization transport protocol by simply replacing the plug-
gable module PM with a further pluggable module con-
figured to interface the internal synchronization transport
protocol and the new external synchronization transport
protocol. Advantageously, it is not therefore required any
hardware and firmware modification of the main board
MB.
[0049] Moreover this allows to save space on the main
board MB of the network element NE, since it is no longer
necessary to provide a different synchronization module
for each synchronization transport protocol supported by
the communication network. It is indeed sufficient pro-
viding the internal module IM on the main board MB, and
providing a different pluggable module for each synchro-
nization transport protocol supported by the communica-
tion network. According to the synchronization transport
protocol that one wishes to use in order to synchronize
the network element NE, the corresponding pluggable
module is plugged into the connector C.
[0050] Also in the case that a network operator wishes
to modify the characteristics of the analog clock signal
or of the TDM frame stream that transports the synchro-
nization information (e.g. to modify the waveform or the
frequency of the analog clock signal), it is sufficient to
modify the pluggable module PM, whereas no hardware
and firmware modification is required of the main board
MB.
[0051] Moreover advantageously, the pluggable mod-
ule PM may be plugged or replaced without turning off
the power supply of the main board MB ("hot plugging").
Therefore, when the network element NE requires syn-
chronization, the pluggable module PM can be plugged
into the connector C without stopping the operation of
the main board MB. Moreover, when the external syn-
chronization transport protocol changes or the charac-
teristics of the external synchronization transport proto-
col change, the pluggable module PM can be replaced
without stopping the operation of the main board MB.

Therefore, the insertion/replacement of the pluggable
module PM advantageously does not affect the normal
operation of the network element NE.
[0052] Advantageously, when the connector C is a
standard connector (e.g. an SFP connector), if no syn-
chronization is required at the network element NE, the
pluggable module PM can be replaced by a module
adapted for data transferring and connected to the main
board MB through the connector C. Therefore, the re-
sources present on the main board MB are reusable in
an efficient way.
[0053] Herein after, with reference to Figure 2, the net-
work element NE (and, in particular, the pluggable mod-
ule PM) will be described in a first exemplary case. Ac-
cording the this first exemplary case, the internal syn-
chronization transport protocol is a layer 1 synchroniza-
tion transport protocol, wherein the synchronization in-
formation are in the form of a SyncE frame stream (pos-
sibly, idle SyncE frames), and the external synchroniza-
tion transport protocol is a different layer 1 synchroniza-
tion transport protocol, wherein the synchronization
information are in the form of a TDM frame stream (e.g.
an E1 frame stream or a T1 frame stream). Under these
assumptions, the internal module IM of the main board
MB preferably comprises an Ethernet interface having a
component adapted for processing, at the physical layer,
SyncE idle frames for synchronizing the local clock of the
network element NE.
[0054] As shown in Figure 2, the transmission portion
TX of the pluggable module PM preferably comprises a
first physical interface PI1, a first clock recovery unit CR1,
a first frequency translation unit FT1 (e.g. comprising a
PLL circuit), a first frame generator FG1 and a first analog
interface AI1, connected in cascade.
[0055] The reception portion RX of the pluggable mod-
ule PM preferably comprises a second analog interface
AI2, a second clock recovery unit CR2, a second fre-
quency translation unit FT2 (e.g. comprising a PLL cir-
cuit), a second frame generator FG2 and a second phys-
ical interface PI2, connected in cascade.
[0056] The first physical interface PI1 and the second
physical interface PI2 are preferably configured to coop-
erate with the connector C. Besides, the first analog in-
terface AI1 and the second analog interface AI2 are pref-
erably configured to cooperate with the cable connection
portion CC.
[0057] The operation of the pluggable module PM of
Figure 2 will be now described in detail, assuming that
the pluggable module PM is plugged in the connector C.
The operation of the transmission portion TX and of its
components mentioned above will be described first, as-
suming that the local clock of the network element NE is
already synchronized to the reference clock signal of the
communication network, and that the internal module IM
generates (using the local clock) egress internal synchro-
nization information EISI in the form of a SyncE idle frame
stream for propagating synchronization. The generated
SyncE idle frames are accordingly synchronous with the
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local clock of the network element NE. Preferably, the
internal module IM transmits the egress internal synchro-
nization information EISI to the transmission portion TX
through the connector C.
[0058] The transmission portion TX preferably re-
ceives the egress internal synchronization information
EISI coming from the internal module IM by means of the
first physical interface P11, that forwards it to the first
clock recovery unit CR1. The first clock recovery unit CR1
preferably processes the SyncE idle frames of the egress
internal synchronization information EISI for generating
a first timing signal synchronous with the SyncE idle
frames (and, accordingly, with the local clock of the net-
work element NE) and having frequency f1. The frequen-
cy f1 is not necessarily equal to the frequency of the local
clock of the network element NE. The frequency f1 is
preferably the frequency that can be recovered most eas-
ily from the SyncE idle frames. Such frequency f1 can
be, for example, 25 MHz or 125 MHz. The first timing
signal is then sent to the first frequency translation unit
FT1.
[0059] The first frequency translation unit FT1 prefer-
ably processes the first timing signal for generating a
second timing signal with frequency f2 different from f1.
Optionally, the second timing signal is phase locked to
the first timing signal. Optionally, the first frequency trans-
lation unit FT1 may also filter the first timing signal so
that the second timing signal is free from possible noise
due to jitter and wander. The frequency f2 is selected for
being compatible with the form of the synchronization
information as provided by the external synchronization
transport protocol. For instance, if according to the ex-
ternal synchronization transport protocol the TDM frames
are E1 frames, the frequency f2 is substantially equal to
2.048 MHz, whereas if the TDM frames are T1 frames,
the frequency f2 is substantially equal to 1.544 MHz.
[0060] The first frequency translation unit FT1 prefer-
ably sends the second timing signal to the first frame
generator FG1. The first frame generator FG1 preferably
uses the second timing signal to generate a TDM frame
stream which is synchronous with said second timing sig-
nal, and which corresponds to the egress external syn-
chronization information EESI. The first frame generator
FG1 then sends the egress external synchronization in-
formation EESI thus generated to the first analog inter-
face AI1, which in turn sends them to the further network
element (not shown in Figure 2) through the cable con-
nection portion CC.
[0061] The operation of the reception portion RX and
of its components mentioned above will be now de-
scribed in detail, assuming that the pluggable module
PM receives from the further network element (not shown
in Figure 2) through the cable connection portion CC in-
gress external synchronization information IESI in the
form of a TDM frame stream synchronous with the ref-
erence clock signal of the communication network, and
having frequency f2. For instance, in case the TDM
frames are E1 frames, the frequency f2 may be equal to

2.048 MHz. Besides, in case the TDM frames are T1
frames, the frequency f2 may be equal to 1.544 MHz.
[0062] The ingress external synchronization informa-
tion IESI are preferably received by the pluggable module
PM through the second analog interface A12.
[0063] The second analog interface A12 preferably for-
wards the ingress external synchronization information
IESI to the second clock recovery unit CR2. The second
clock recovery unit CR2 preferably processes the TDM
frames of the ingress external synchronization informa-
tion IESI for generating a third timing signal with frequen-
cy f2. The second clock recovery unit CR2 preferably
sends the third timing signal to the second frequency
translation unit FT2.
[0064] The second frequency translation unit FT2 pref-
erably processes the third timing signal for generating a
fourth timing signal with frequency f1 different from f2.
Optionally, the fourth timing signal is phase locked to the
third timing signal. Optionally, the second frequency
translation unit FT2 may also filter the third timing signal
so that the fourth timing signal is free from possible noise
due to jitter and wander. The frequency f1 is selected for
being compatible with the form of the synchronization
information as provided by the internal synchronization
transport protocol. Since the internal synchronization
transport protocol is SyncE, the frequency f1 can be, for
example, equal to 25 MHz or 125 MHz.
[0065] The second frequency translation unit FT2 then
preferably forwards the fourth timing signal to the second
frame generator FG2. The second frame generator FG2
preferably uses the fourth timing signal to generate a
SyncE idle frame stream which corresponds to the in-
gress internal synchronization information IISI. Moreo-
ver, preferably, the second frame generator FG2 for-
wards the ingress internal synchronization information
IISI to the second physical interface PI2, that in turn for-
wards it to the internal module IM of the main board MB
through the connector C.
[0066] The internal module IM then preferably proc-
esses, at the physical layer, the SyncE idle frames of the
ingress internal synchronization information IISI in order
to synchronize the local clock of the network element NE.
[0067] Therefore, advantageously, even if the main
board MB is configured to receive, process at the physical
layer, and transmit synchronization information in the
form of a SyncE idle frame stream, the network element
NE as a whole is able to receive, process and transmit
synchronization information in the form of a TDM frame
stream, thanks to the pluggable module PM which trans-
duces the SyncE idle frame stream into a TDM frame
stream, and viceversa.
[0068] Advantageously, when a network operator
wishes that the network element NE becomes able to
support transmission, processing and reception of syn-
chronization information formatted according to another
external synchronization transport protocol (e.g. a layer
2 synchronization transport protocol such as the IEEE
1588™-2008 protocol), it is sufficient to remove the plug-
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gable module PM from the connector C and to replace it
with another pluggable module able to transduce the
SyncE idle frame stream into an Ethernet frame stream
compliant with the IEEE 1588™-2008 protocol, and vice-
versa. Therefore, advantageously, no hardware and
firmware modification is required on the main board MB.
[0069] Similarly, when a network operator wishes that
the network element NE becomes able to support trans-
mission, processing and reception of synchronization in-
formation in the form of an analog clock signal, it is suf-
ficient to remove the pluggable module PM from the con-
nector C and to replace it with another pluggable module
able to transduce the SyncE idle frame stream into an
analog clock signal, and viceversa. Differently from the
pluggable module PM shown in Figure 2, this another
pluggable module does not comprise the first frame gen-
erator FG1 in its transmission portion TX (i.e. the first
frequency translation unit FT1 is directly connected to
the first analog interface AI1), and does not comprise the
second clock recovery unit CR2 in its reception portion
RX (i.e. the second analog interface AI2 is directly con-
nected to the second frequency translation unit FT2). Ac-
cordingly, in the transmission portion TX, the second tim-
ing signal generated by the first frequency translation unit
FT1 substantially corresponds to the egress external syn-
chronization information EESI, and is accordingly trans-
mitted by the first analog interface AI1 without any further
processing. Similarly, in the reception portion RX, the
second analog interface AI2 preferably forwards the an-
alog clock signal (that corresponds to the ingress external
synchronization information IESI) directly to the second
frequency translation unit FT2.
[0070] Herein after, with reference to Figure 3, the net-
work element NE (and, in particular, the pluggable mod-
ule PM) will be described in a second exemplary case.
According to this second exemplary case, the internal
synchronization transport protocol is a layer 2 synchro-
nization transport protocol (e.g. the IEEE 1588™-2008
protocol), and the external synchronization transport pro-
tocol is a layer 1 synchronization transport protocol
wherein the synchronization information are transported
in the form of a TDM frame stream (e.g. E1 or, alterna-
tively, T1 frames). Under these assumptions, the internal
module IM of the main board MB preferably comprises
an Ethernet interface.
[0071] As shown in Figure 3, the transmission portion
TX of the pluggable module PM preferably comprises a
first physical interface PI1, a timestamp extractor TSE,
a first frame generator FG1 and a first analog interface
AI1 connected in cascade.
[0072] The reception portion RX of the pluggable mod-
ule PM preferably comprises a second analog interface
AI2, a clock recovery unit CR, a second frame generator
FG2 and a second physical interface PI2 connected in
cascade.
[0073] The first physical interface PI1 and the second
physical interface PI2 are preferably configured to coop-
erate with the connector C. Besides, the first analog in-

terface AI1 and the second analog interface AI2 are pref-
erably configured to cooperate with the cable connection
portion CC.
[0074] Preferably, the timestamp extractor TSE and
the second frame generator FG2 are implemented as
programmable logic devices. This advantageously in-
creases design flexibility of the pluggable module PM.
[0075] The operation of the pluggable module PM of
Figure 3 will be now described in detail, assuming that
the pluggable module PM is plugged in the connector C.
[0076] The operation of the transmission portion TX
and of its components mentioned above will be described
first, assuming that the local clock of the network element
NE is already synchronized to the reference clock signal
of the communication network, and that the internal mod-
ule IM generates (using the local clock) egress internal
synchronization information EISI in the form of an Ether-
net frame stream compliant with IEEE 1588™-2008 pro-
tocol (i.e. comprising timestamps related to the local
clock). Preferably, the internal module IM transmits the
egress internal synchronization information EISI to the
transmission portion TX of the pluggable module PM
through the connector C.
[0077] The transmission portion TX preferably re-
ceives the egress internal synchronization information
EISI coming from the internal module IM, and the first
physical interface PI1 preferably processes, at the phys-
ical layer, the Ethernet frames of the egress internal syn-
chronization information EISI. Then, preferably, the first
physical interface PI1 forwards the egress internal syn-
chronization information EISI to the timestamp extractor
TSE.
[0078] The timestamp extractor TSE preferably proc-
esses, at layer 2, the Ethernet frames of the egress in-
ternal synchronization information EISI and extracts from
them first timestamps. Using the first timestamps com-
prised in at least two successive Ethernet frames, the
timestamp extractor TSE preferably generates a first tim-
ing signal with frequency f1. The first timing signal is pref-
erably synchronous with the local clock of the network
element NE. However, the frequency f1 is not necessarily
equal to the frequency of the local clock of the network
element NE. The frequency f1 is selected for being com-
patible with the form of the synchronization information
as provided by the external synchronization transport
protocol. For instance, if according to the external syn-
chronization transport protocol the TDM frames are E1
frames, the frequency f1 of the first timing signal is sub-
stantially equal to 2.048 MHz, whereas if the TDM frames
are T1 frames, the frequency f1 of the first timing signal
is substantially equal to 1.544 MHz.
[0079] Then, the timestamp extractor TSE preferably
sends the first timing signal to the first frame generator
FG1. The first frame generator FG1 preferably uses the
first timing signal to generate a TDM frame stream syn-
chronous with said first timing signal, and corresponding
to the egress external synchronization information EESI.
[0080] The first frame generator FG1 then sends the
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egress external synchronization information EESI thus
generated to the first analog interface AI1, which in turn
forwards them to the further network element (not shown
in Figure 3) through the cable connection portion CC.
[0081] The operation of the reception portion RX and
of its components mentioned above will be now de-
scribed in detail, assuming that the pluggable module
PM receives from the further network element (not shown
in Figure 3) through the cable connection portion CC in-
gress external synchronization information IESI in the
form of a TDM frame stream synchronous with the ref-
erence clock signal of the communication network, hav-
ing frequency f1. For instance, in case the TDM frames
are E1 frames, the frequency f1 may be equal to 2.048
MHz. Besides, in case the TDM frames are T1 frames,
the frequency f1 may be equal to 1.544 MHz.
[0082] The ingress external synchronization informa-
tion IESI are preferably received by the pluggable module
PM through the second analog interface AI2.
[0083] The second analog interface AI2 preferably for-
wards the ingress external synchronization information
IESI to the clock recovery unit CR. The clock recovery
unit CR preferably processes the TDM frame of the in-
gress external synchronization information IESI for gen-
erating a second timing signal with frequency f1. The
clock recovery unit CR preferably sends the second tim-
ing signal to the second frame generator FG2.
[0084] The second frame generator FG2 preferably
processes the second timing signal to generate second
timestamps and generates Ethernet frames, each one
comprising a respective second timestamp according to
the IEEE 1588™-2008 protocol. These Ethernet frames
correspond to the ingress internal synchronization infor-
mation IISI.
[0085] Then, preferably, the second frame generator
FG2 forwards the ingress internal synchronization infor-
mation IISI to the second physical interface PI2, that proc-
esses the Ethernet frames at the physical layer, and for-
wards them to the internal module IM of the main board
MB through the connector C.
[0086] The internal module IM then preferably proc-
esses the Ethernet frames (and, more particularly, the
second timestamps contained therein) of the ingress in-
ternal synchronization information IISI in order to syn-
chronize the local clock of the network element NE.
[0087] Therefore, advantageously, even if the main
board MB is configured to receive, process and transmit
synchronization information in the form of an Ethernet
frame stream compliant with the IEEE 1588™-2008 pro-
tocol, the network element NE as a whole can receive,
process and transmit synchronization information in the
form of a TDM frame stream thanks to the pluggable mod-
ule PM which transduces the Ethernet frame stream com-
pliant with the IEEE 1588™-2008 protocol in a TDM
frame stream and viceversa.
[0088] Advantageously, when a network operator
wishes that the network element NE becomes able to
support the transmission, processing and reception of

synchronization information formatted according to an-
other external synchronization transport protocol (e.g. a
layer 1 synchronization transport protocol such as
SyncE), it is sufficient to remove the pluggable module
PM from the connector C and to replace it with a module
able to transduce the Ethernet frame stream compliant
with the IEEE 1588™-2008 protocol in a SyncE frame
stream and viceversa. Therefore, advantageously, also
in this case it is not required any modification of the main
board MB.
[0089] Similarly, when a network operator wishes that
the network element NE becomes able to support trans-
mission, processing and reception of synchronization in-
formation in the form of an analog clock signal, it is suf-
ficient to remove the pluggable module PM from the con-
nector C and to replace it with another pluggable module
able to transduce the Ethernet frame stream compliant
with the IEEE 1588™-2008 protocol into an analog clock
signal, and viceversa. Differently from the pluggable
module PM shown in Figure 3, this another pluggable
module does not comprise the first frame generator FG1
in its transmission portion TX (i.e. the timestamp extractor
TSE is directly connected to the first analog interface
AI1), and does not comprise the clock recovery unit CR
in its reception portion RX (i.e. the second analog inter-
face AI2 is directly connected to the second frame gen-
erator FG2). Accordingly, in the transmission portion TX,
the first timing signal generated by the timestamp extrac-
tor TSE substantially corresponds to the egress external
synchronization information EESI, and is accordingly
transmitted by the first analog interface AI1 without any
further processing. Similarly, in the reception portion RX,
the second analog interface AI2 preferably forwards the
analog clock signal (that corresponds to the ingress ex-
ternal synchronization information IESI) directly to the
second frame generator FG2.
[0090] Although the above examples relate to cases
wherein the pluggable module PM interfaces a layer 1
external synchronization transport protocol and a layer
1 or 2 internal synchronization transport protocol, this is
merely exemplary. According to examples not shown in
the drawings and not described in the present applica-
tion, both the internal synchronization transport protocol
and the external synchronization transport protocol may
be layer 2 protocols. In this case, the pluggable module
may comprise, instead of the analog interfaces AI1, AI2,
suitable interfaces configured to support transmission
and reception of the synchronization information format-
ted according to the layer 2 external synchronization
transport protocol.

Claims

1. Network element (NE) for a communication network,
said network element (NE) being configured to syn-
chronize its local clock to a reference clock signal,
said network element (NE) comprising:
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- a main board (MB) comprising an internal mod-
ule (IM) configured to support an internal syn-
chronization transport protocol, and a connector
(C) connected to said internal module (IM); and
- a pluggable module (PM) configured to be re-
movably connected to said connector (C), said
pluggable module (PM) being configured to,
when connected to said connector (C):
- exchange external synchronization informa-
tion (EESI, IESI) with a further network element
of said communication network, said external
synchronization information (EESI, IESI) being
formatted according to an external synchroniza-
tion transport protocol different from said inter-
nal synchronization transport protocol;
- exchange with said internal module (IM) inter-
nal synchronization information (IISI, EISI) for-
matted according to said internal synchroniza-
tion transport protocol; and
- interface said internal synchronization trans-
port protocol and said external synchronization
transport protocol.

2. The network element (NE) according to claim 1,
wherein said pluggable module (PM) is a small form-
factor pluggable module.

3. The network element (NE) according to claim 2,
wherein said connector (C) is an small form-factor
pluggable connector.

4. The network element (NE) according to any of the
preceding claims, wherein the internal module (IM)
is configured to, when said pluggable module (PM)
is connected to said connector (C):

- generate egress internal synchronization infor-
mation (EISI) formatted according to said inter-
nal synchronization transport protocol and syn-
chronous with said local clock of said network
element (NE); and
- transmit said egress internal synchronization
information (EISI) to said pluggable module
(PM) through said connector (C).

5. The network element (NE) according to claim 4,
wherein said pluggable module (PM) comprises a
transmission portion (TX) configured to, when said
pluggable module (PM) is connected to said connec-
tor (C):

- receive said egress internal synchronization
information (EISI) from said internal module (IM)
through said connector (C);
- transduce said egress internal synchronization
information (EISI) into corresponding egress ex-
ternal synchronization information (EESI) for-
matted according to said external synchroniza-

tion transport protocol; and
- transmit said egress external synchronization
information (EESI) to said further network ele-
ment of said communication network.

6. The network element (NE) according to any of the
preceding claims, wherein said pluggable module
(PM) comprises a reception portion (RX) configured
to, when said pluggable module (PM) is connected
to said connector (C):

- receive from the further network element in-
gress external synchronization information (IE-
SI) formatted according to said external syn-
chronization transport protocol;
- transduce said ingress external synchroniza-
tion information (IESI) into corresponding in-
gress internal synchronization information (IISI)
formatted according to said internal synchroni-
zation transport protocol; and
- transmit said ingress internal synchronization
information (IISI) to said internal module (IM)
through said connector (C).

7. The network element (NE) according to claim 6,
wherein said internal module (IM) is further config-
ured to, when said pluggable module (PM) is con-
nected to said connector (C):

- receive said ingress internal synchronization
information (IISI) from said pluggable module
(PM) through said connector (C); and
- processing said ingress internal synchroniza-
tion information (IISI) for synchronizing said lo-
cal clock of said network element (NE).

8. The network element (NE) according to any of the
preceding claims, wherein said internal module (IM)
is configured to support said internal synchronization
transport protocol operating at layer 1 of the ISO-
OSI model, at layer 2 of the ISO-OSI model or at
layer 3 of the ISO-OSI model.

9. The network element (NE) according to any of the
preceding claims, wherein said pluggable module
(PM) is configured to exchange said external syn-
chronization information (EESI, IESI) formatted ac-
cording to said external synchronization transport
protocol operating at layer 1 of the ISO-OSI model,
at layer 2 of the ISO-OSI model or at layer 3 of the
ISO-OSI model.

10. A communication network comprising a network el-
ement (NE) according to any of claims 1 to 9.

11. A pluggable module (PM) for a network element (NE)
of a communication network, said network element
(NE) comprising a main board (MB) comprising an
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internal module (IM) configured to support an internal
synchronization transport protocol, and a connector
(C) connected to said internal module (IM), wherein
said pluggable module (PM) is configured to be re-
movably connected to said connector (C), and said
pluggable module (PM) is configured to, when con-
nected to said connector (C):

- exchange external synchronization informa-
tion (EESI, IESI) with a further network element
of said communication network, said external
synchronization information (EESI, IESI) being
formatted according to an external synchroniza-
tion transport protocol different from said inter-
nal synchronization transport protocol;
- exchange with said internal module (IM) inter-
nal synchronization information (IISI, EISI) for-
matted according to said internal synchroniza-
tion transport protocol; and
- interface said internal synchronization trans-
port protocol and said external synchronization
transport protocol.

12. The pluggable module (PM) according to claim 11,
wherein said pluggable module (PM) is a small form-
factor pluggable module.

13. The pluggable module (PM) according to claim 11
or 12, wherein said pluggable module (PM) compris-
es a transmission portion (TX) configured to, when
said pluggable module (PM) is connected to said
connector (C):

- receive egress internal synchronization infor-
mation (EISI) formatted according to said inter-
nal synchronization transport protocol from said
internal module (IM) through said connector (C);
- transduce said egress internal synchronization
information (EISI) into corresponding egress ex-
ternal synchronization information (EESI) for-
matted according to said external synchroniza-
tion transport protocol; and
- transmit said egress external synchronization
information (EESI) to said further network ele-
ment of said communication network.

14. The pluggable module (PM) according to any of
claims 11 to 13, wherein said pluggable module (PM)
comprises a reception portion (RX) configured to,
when said pluggable module (PM) is connected to
said connector (C):

- receive from said further network element in-
gress external synchronization information (IE-
SI) formatted according to said external syn-
chronization transport protocol;
- transduce said ingress external synchroniza-
tion information (IESI) into corresponding in-

gress internal synchronization information (IISI)
formatted according to said internal synchroni-
zation transport protocol; and
- transmit said ingress internal synchronization
information (IISI) to said internal module (IM)
through said connector (C).

15. The pluggable module (PM) according to any of
claims 10 to 14, wherein said pluggable module (PM)
is configured to exchange said external synchroni-
zation information (EESI, IESI) formatted according
to said external synchronization transport protocol
operating at layer 1 of the ISO-OSI model, at layer
2 of the ISO-OSI model or at layer 3 of the ISO-OSI
model.
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